
Fly Around My Pretty Little Miss 
A partnered routine for any number of couples 
Choreo: Jeff Driggs, WV    www.doubletoe.com 
Music: Fly Around My Pretty Little Miss, by Lonesome River Band 
Begin in line facing front as couples, lead on left, follow on right 
Left Foot Lead. Wait 16 Beats 
All Basic Steps (DS R S) unless otherwise noted 
 

8 
8 
8 Lead turn and bow to partner (bow 2 beats up 2 beats), Follow turn and bow to partner (bow 2 beats up 2 beats) 
8 2 Basics join hands in skater position (cross in front), 2 Basics to Varsovienne Position (Lead raise arm over partner’s head to rest on shoulder) 
8 High Horse Step (DS DTX DTO R S S SL/UP DS DS R S) 
8 Butterfly Twirl (in Varsovienne position lead raises right arm and lady moves counter clockwise around and back to Varsovienne) 
8 High Horse Step (DS DTX DTO R S S SL/UP DS DS R S) 
8 Reverse Butterfly Twirl (in Varsovienne position lead raises left arm and lady moves clockwise around and twirls in front to skater’s) 
8 Promenade 
8 Back out to big circle, join hands 
8 Circle left 
8 Allemande left (face corner – opposite of partner – and turn ½ by the left arm and return to partner) 
8 Beaumont Rag (arms joined move up right shoulder to right, back up, then left shoulder to left and back up) 
8 Swing Partner  
8 Promenade 
8 Backtrack (follows release and turn to right and go opposite direction until return to partner) 
8 Promenade 
8 Back out to big circle and join hands 
8 Circle left 
8 Allemande left (face corner – opposite of partner – and turn ½ by the left arm and return to partner) 
8 Beaumont Rag (arms joined move up right shoulder to right, back up, then left shoulder to left and back up) 
8 Swing Partner  
8 Promenade 
8 Back out to big circle, join hands 
8 Circle left 
8 Allemande left (face corner – opposite of partner – and turn ½ by the left arm and return to partner) 
8 To Alamo ring - Return to partner right hand pull by to next, turn ½ left and leads join right arms in center of wheel 
8 Leads back up in left arm wheel, follows move forward turning wheel 
8 Shoot the Star, release wheel turn ½ left, pull by next by right   
8 Join left with next to turn ½ left and back to wheel 
8 Shoot the Star, release wheel turn ½ left, let go of hands and all move forward in two track to find partner   
8 Promenade 
8 Promenade 
8 Back out to circle, face corner 
 Georgia Rang-a-Tang 
8 Step up to corner and join right hands while doing a Rocking Chair (DS BR SL DS R S) then turn ½ and pull by doing a Triple (DS DS DS RS) 
8 Step up to partner and join left hands while doing a Rocking Chair (DS BR SL DS R S) then turn ½ and pull by doing a Triple (DS DS DS RS) 
8 Step up to corner and join right hands while doing a Rocking Chair (DS BR SL DS R S) then turn ½ and pull by doing a Triple (DS DS DS RS) 
8 Step up to partner and join left hands while doing a Rocking Chair (DS BR SL DS R S) then turn ½ and pull by doing a Triple (DS DS DS RS) 
8 Swing your corner 
8 Swing your partner 
8 Promenade 
8 Back out to circle 
8 Follows release and move to center and all join hands to make two circles 
8 Leads on outside circle left, Follows on inside circle right 
8 Reverse Direction until back to beginning with leads look through window with partner in center to their right 
8 Weave basket (Leads arch and bring arches over Follow’s head and down in center then arch and bring back and down) 
8 Weave basket (Follows arch and bring arches backward over Lead’s head and down behind back, then all release and back up to big circle) 
8 Swing Your Partner 
8 Promenade to original line 
8 Face front as couples go to Varsovienne position 
8 High Horse Step (DS DTX DTO R S S SL/UP DS DS R S) 
8 Butterfly Twirl (in Varsovienne position lead raises right arm and lady moves counter clockwise around and back to Varsovienne) 
8 High Horse Step (DS DTX DTO R S S SL/UP DS DS R S) 
8 Reverse Butterfly Twirl (in Varsovienne position lead raises left arm and lady moves clockwise around and twirls in front to skater’s) 
8 2 basics, Shave and a Haircut (Stomp DSX S S H-F) 
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